Introduction
NAFTY is the next-generation token for the adult industry, aimed to both
empower content creators and reward content consumers across the Nafty
Network – a social 360° adult-entertainment ecosystem for the Blockchain age.
The adult industry is a massive USD $97 Billion industry, where most of this
amount is channelled to large licensing and production companies acting as
“middlemen” rather than to content creators, which leads to content consumers
having to pay higher fees to gain access to their favourite content.
NAFTY, as a socialized re-distribution DeFi protocol, helps content creators to earn
much more, and content consumers to pay much less via disintermediation, as
well as receive rewards from all transactions across the Nafty Network, or in other
words – whenever someone (i.e. consumers of adult content) make a transaction
on any one of the platforms across the Nafty Network, whether someone is
watching a video or communicating directly with a content creator, every token
holder on the network receives part of the transaction to his or her wallet.
Content creators, amateur or professional, will beneﬁt not only from earning
higher amounts for their work, but will also be able to charge for exclusive
content, where they can receive payment in Fiat or crypto, and tipped in NAFTY
tokens.
What makes NAFTY unique in the adult-cryptosphere is that the Nafty Network
already has launched 6 platforms for the adult industry following a successful
sale.

The platforms that NAFTY has already launched are:
Naftyangels.com - Our NFT Collection Project!
Naftyart.com - Erotic NFT Marketplace. Discover, collect, and sell special NFTs
on the world's ﬁrst & largest erotic NFT marketplace.
Nafty.me - All in one platform. Social Network + Fanclub Website + Marketing
Tools.
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Nafty.tv & Naftybabes.com - Erotic Membership Websites.
Naftyart.com - Erotic NFT Marketplace. Discover, collect, and sell special NFTs
on the world's ﬁrst & largest erotic NFT marketplace.
Naftypay.com - Payment API allowing recurring crypto payments!
Naftymerch.com - Merchandise Website.
Naftyverse.com - Coming soon!

As a deﬂationary token operating on the Binance Smart Chain, NAFTY
transactions virtually have no gas fees, are fast to execute, and are even
environmentally friendly, which ﬁts perfectly with the team’s social awareness
approach towards the adult industry.
Another aspect of that, comes in the form of Nafty being a community project,
meaning that the community will be involved in the development of the project,
each member will be able to join in discussions, submit ideas and participate in
the global expansion of the Nafty Network and its growth to new and exciting
adult industry niches.
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The Problems
The adult industry, although valued at a staggering 97 Billion dollars, is facing an
array of outdated issues which inﬂict all large centralized industries.
Intermediaries (‘middlemen’): Adult creators, who are the ones actually
generating most of these huge ﬁgures, have to use middlemen in order to get
exposure, which takes a huge cut of their income.
Censorship: Provocative content is being banned by mainstream media
platforms such as Facebook, Instagram and TikTok, even without it being
sexually explicit, limiting adult content creators' abilities to promote their work
to a mainstream audience.
Payments: Major payment solutions companies ban the industry so
alternative providers offer much higher than usual processing fees for
transactions within the industry.
Copyrights: Adult creators and Artists don’t have copyright to their work and
are not receiving royalties from others that are using it.
Chargebacks: Content creators don’t need to worry for chargebacks anymore
since payments are instant and ﬁnal.

In the last year two main events occurred:
First of all, fanclubs (like onlyfans) became extremely popular (onlyfans generated
$2 Billion in 2020 and is still growing). However, they still function as a middleman
and charge creators 20% of all their income!
The other interesting trend are NFTs (hundreds of millions in 2021, with one work
of art setting a record by selling for USD $69 million), but the mainstream
marketplaces still ban uploading, buying, and selling adult content.
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The Solution
The Nafty Network ecosystem and its utility token, NAFTY, are solving these
problems while also introducing new business models based on DeFi principles.
Nafty is here to solve the 4 big issues in the adult industry:
Middlemen: The producers, agencies, and platforms (like onlyfans) taking
huge percentages from the creators. Our token solution and platforms will cut
those middlemen fees and give the creator more incentive to produce
content. Our fees on our NaftyFans fanclub will be only 10% (compared to 20%
on onlyfans) and only 2.5% on the NFT marketplace.
Marketing: While major social and trafﬁc sources ban adult content and
promotions, we provide creators the ability to promote themselves and grow
their fan base by shoutout management from inside the platform (between
the creators) and afﬁliate programs to attract trafﬁc and fans from other
external sources.
Payment solutions: The majority of payment solutions ban the adult industry,
whereas the others use this weakness to charge the creators huge fees, we will
cut those fees by using blockchain technology and our token. By using crypto
currencies or NAFTY, there are no payment fees and chargebacks
Copyright: Our NFT solution provides the copyright to the creator for their
content and ensures the content belongs to the creator and they will get
royalties for every sale and every usage of the content.
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Tokenomics
We have built a token that will serve the industry and reward the holders
automatically.
Token protocol: Binance Smart Chain (BSC)
Total Supply: 100 Billion (100,000,000,000) NAFTY
80% of the tokens burnt at the launch
14% for current holders
3% will be sold to new holders (whatever’s left out will be burnt).
1% for marketing, inﬂuencers and partnerships to continue the success - 100% will
be locked for 10 months
2% allocated to the liquidity pool lock for a year.
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Token Sale
NAFTY token was executed on DXSale capped to 1,000 Binance Coin (BNB) with a
limit of 5 BNB per wallet, reducing the risk of a large token holder (‘whales’) who
could manipulate prices.
The presale rate was 1 BNB for 3,000,000 NAFTY.

Currently the token traded on several excahnges:

1.

BITMART

2.

HOTBIT

3.

AZBIT

4.

COINSBIT

5.

PANCAKESWAP

Transaction fees (rewarding holders):
Each transaction triggers a 4% fee, is redistributed to all the current holders, in
proportion to their current holdings.
Another 4% for marketing/operations
Additional 2% fee will be burnt with every transaction, increasing the value of the
NAFTY token.
The fees might be changed in the future for the beneﬁt of the holders and the
project. Any such changes will be announced in advance
To reward holders we would like to carry out a buyback and burn or lock of LP
tokens. This would be done with a percentage of the proﬁts generated from the
platform.
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Token Flow

Token holders beneﬁt from each transaction fee, both from the redistribution that
increases their token holdings and from the burning of the token that increases
the value of their tokens.
They can also use the token on our ecosystem platforms.
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Our Ecosystem/Platforms
No more high fees, no more middlemen.
Nafty creates a community and a fully-integrated and decentralised NSFW
ecosystem to connect the creators/stars and the consumer/fans. We are not
selling dreams, Nafty already has 3 working platforms:
Nafty.me - Fanclub where fans can pay and receive content from their
favourite inﬂuencers (like Onlyfans but with crypto and other marketing
advantages).
NaftyArt.com - NFT marketplace for adult content.
Nafty.tv & Naftybabes.com - Content subscription platform which charges a
monthly/yearly fee for exclusive content (Netﬂix on blockchain).
Naftypay.com - Payment API allowing recurring crypto payments!
Naftymerch.com - Merchandise Website.
Platforms in process:
Naftyverse.com - Coming soon!
Live cams – based on NAFTY tokens - Y2022
Video sharing – that will pay royalties to the content/NFT owners - Y2022
Nafty.me Fanclub platform:
Our platform Nafty.me is complete with very useful unique features.
Our fees in crypto are allotted 90% to the creator, 10% to the platform, which is
50% less than the leading private content platform! That 50% can make a world of
difference to creators trying to establish themselves in a competitive niche.
At the same time we are the only ones providing them with the tools to promote
themselves.
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Tipping in $NAFTY means that since our creators' wages don't depend on it, they
are more likely to hold their $NAFTY and watch them grow! Furthermore, creators
have the potential to earn passive income through the redistributive nature of the
token (as long as the price continues to rise).
We want to take the adult industry, a multi-billion-dollar industry, and put it on
the blockchain.
Nafty.me is not only a social network, but also features Fanclub and a
marketing website.
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Use of the token
In addition to the beneﬁts of the token holders mentioned above, NAFTY
token powers our ecosystem with multiple uses and payments:
Passive income from the transaction fees

Tipping the creators

Purchase of NFTs in special collections

Paid Subscription to NaftyTV & NaftyBabes (Netﬂix for adults)

Advertisement in the ecosystem

Inﬂuence in the roadmap and the main decisions of the projects

We are the only ones who also provide users the ability to use the tokens to
actually buy content.
Soon we’d have Nafty in metaverse called Naftyverse for even greater usage.
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Why Nafty?
We Create Value!
Here is what makes us different from other crypto projects in the space.
We have the product ready
Normally there is an initial Token offering and then maybe a product. We built
the products ﬁrst and now we’re offering the token.

Solving real problems
We are coming up with a solution to improve the $97 billion adult industry by
cutting the middlemen, cutting the fees and giving the creators the ability to
promote themselves.

Timing is everything
In the past years we’ve seen a revolution in the adult industry with the crypto
tokens and NFT trend (onlyfans made over $2B in one year and keeps growing).
NAFTY embodies those opportunities and merges them together.

Utility for Holders
NAFTY, as the currency on our NSFW platforms, encourages more transactions.
NAFTY can be used for tipping, purchasing content and promotion on all our
platforms. The more transactions there are, the more rewards we give to the
holders.

Value for Holders
NAFTY’s concept generates automatic passive income to its holders. Every
transaction on the token has a fee, which gets half redistributed to holders to
increase their token holdings and half gets burned to increase the token value.

Team
We have built a powerful team of experts, with years of experience in technology
and the industry, who are willing to take the step to fundamentally change how
it is operating for the beneﬁt of creators, the community and consumers. Our
team is interactive and transparent with token holders and always ready to
support and serve our community, their needs, desires and opinions. We are
already collaborating with famous models and artists who are featuring their
content on our platform.
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Team
Our team is made up of professional and experienced people in the areas of the
adult industry, crypto and technology.
We have over 25 people including:
Management team
CEO, COO, CFO, CBO and CPO
Marketing team
CMO, SMM manager

Community team
Community director + 4 Community coordinators to support the
community 24/7
Development team of 12 people including:
CTO, Backend and frontend developers, PMs and UI/UX community 24/7

PR:
We are outsourcing to a PR agency – Jane Owen PR- https://janeowenpr.com
We are already collaborating with famous models and artists who are featuring their content on our platform.
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Roadmap
Release Fanclub (NaftyFans) - beta
Release Content subscription (Nafty.tv) - beta

Whitepaper
Public Relations
Collaborate inﬂuencers and artists
Create smart contract (+ Audit)
Token Presale & Launch
Promoting the Token and vision

Release our NFT marketplace (NaftyArt)
Release Content subscription (NaftyTV)
Collaborate with high lever adult
Inﬂuencer/creators marketing
Mass marketing plan
Release Fanclub
Apply for exchange listings
Continue collaborating
Reward holders

Buy land on sandbox and
Decentralize to build Nafty city
Nafty clubs and card on GTA 5
NaftyAngels.com
NaftyArt V3
Nafty.me v2 - Promo tools, Engage2Earn
NaftyPay - Bridge, integrations; Pay per minutes
(for cams); more merchants
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to establish/form Nafty City on Metaverse
including strip clubs, Cams studio, photo studio,
porn studio, agency, Erotic gallery, Hotel , Sex
shops, spa centre, beauty saloon, characters :
models, striptease dancers
NaftyArt v4
Nafty.me V3 - NFT marketplace; Dating
NaftyPay - more merchants

Release Beta of NaftyCity and and Nafty Tycoon
games on Metaverse
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Transparency
To build successful platforms and communities, we have a professional,
experienced, active, team on all our socials.
That's why we promise to be active on all current socials, to answer any questions
you may have, and to enforce a strong community spirit!
There is a team wallet that will be used for any costs associated with the project,
for example; marketing, dev costs for new features requested by the community,
exchange listing costs, inﬂuencer marketing etc. Everyone has the ability to see
the transactions of this wallet as it is in the public domain, furthermore, we will let
everyone know of any large transactions that are to be withdrawn from this
wallet.
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